This is a matter of great concern for everybody.
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Message from the PBSW Management Team
Thank you and welcome to all our members, new and old. Currently we have 473 listed members of which 330 are using our Telegram App for communication. Please get your friends and neighbours to enlist. If all our members use the Telegram App, it will
become much faster and easier to share the same information with
everybody and with less confusion.
Our village has been hit hard by crime over the last few weeks. It
almost seems as if South Africa’s worsening socio economic conditions is driving crime syndicates to operate more openly in more
vulnerable, remote communities. Poachers and thieves have become bolder as their crimes increasingly go unchallenged by the
State’s Law and Order institutions. So much so that recent incidents have become more and more aggressive with an increase in
house invasions taking place while the occupants are relaxing in
the privacy of their homes.

Pringle Bay Street Watch [PBSW] are trying to come up with ideas on
how we can help to deter such incidents. Our first plan was to try and
institute regular voluntary night patrols. But it has become evident
that our efforts have done little to stem the tide of breaking and entering incidents. This is mainly because such crimes tend to take place
well beyond our voluntary patrol shift capacity. We have simply not
been able to attract enough regular volunteer patrollers.
Effective patrolling requires more volunteer patrollers. Patrols which
take place continuously from nightfall to daybreak are the best way to
reduce opportunistic house break-ins, theft and aggression. To
achieve this, without wearing down the resolve of our tiny core of active volunteers, is impossible. To deploy two vehicles [each with two
volunteer patrollers] will require the active participation of 24 volunteers per night. PBSW have been trying to make this work from a
core of 20 volunteers, of which more than half are made up of members of the Management Team.
This year we have had 13 regular volunteer patrollers. We
need to make up the numbers in order to become a real deterrent to crime. The community of Pringle Bay needs to come
forward to volunteer as active, regular, dependable patrollers.
Failing this, we have to consider employing a security company to
conduct vehicle, foot and dog patrols every night. This would require a
considerable financial contribution from the residents of Pringle Bay.
Not everybody will be willing to contribute.
The next option is to set up a network of surveillance cameras. However, this too will require active volunteers to monitor the cameras
and react to suspicious activities. We would also require a control
room facility for the camera monitoring equipment. PBSW, in conjunction with PBRPA, are currently investigating this option.
Regardless of the options that have been outlined ... one thing is
clear. It does not help to just make comments on social media platforms. The community of Pringle Bay needs to become actively involved in our fight against crime in order to regain control of our village.
So Pringle Bay let us join hands and take up the responsibility
to keep our beautiful village safe for everyone.

Street Watch belongs to the community of Pringle Bay!
Come and join us to make our village safe
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POACHING PROBLEMS
Recent events in and around Pringle Bay have demonstrated that the
scourge of poachers operating in our midst has escalated negatively to
new dimensions.
In the past, poachers operated in small, clandestine groups mostly out
of public view, usually in the darker hours of late afternoons and early
mornings. Open confrontation with local residents and law enforcement officials was rare.
On Sunday 28 July, gunfire was exchanged between poachers and Municipal Law Enforcement officials in broad daylight. The poachers also
threatened to shoot a local resident which, in itself, constitutes assault
and intimidation with a deadly weapon. This took place on our main
beach.
On the evening of Friday 2 August, a local resident walking along Pringle Bay’s main beach when he noticed a group of poachers. The resident was approached and threatened by the poachers because he was
seen reporting their activities on his cell phone. Poachers deploy lookouts or, “spotters” in and around the bushes specifically to warn them
that their activities have been observed. They then react aggressively
towards innocent observers and on occasion pointing firearms at
them.
Other beaches like Moonlight Bay and Sea Farm have become havens
for poachers and are no longer safe for tourists and visitors, because
of the aggressive reactions of armed poachers and their lookouts.
There are increasing incidents of threatening behaviour by poachers as
well as more frequents incidents of vehicles being broken into parked
at these beaches. Unfortunately, in the greater scheme of things, abalone poaching is regarded as a fairly low level crime. The law also requires poachers to be caught red-handed with abalone in hand in order to arrest and prosecute offenders. However, threatening violence
and brandishing firearms is a serious criminal offense that poachers
are currently getting away with.
Left unchecked, this kind of violent aggression by law breakers will
have a disastrous effect on tourism and many businesses may grind to
a halt. Our beaches should be safe and accessible to everyone. The
public have a constitutional right to enjoy safety on public beaches.
If one knows what to look for, it is fairly easy to single out the suspect
vehicles on Hangklip Road, especially the section leading to/from Sea
Farm. Vehicles of all descriptions are being used by poachers to drop
off men and their diving gear. A number of vehicles even bear CAM
number plates. The vehicles are usually crammed to capacity and frequently have illegal, very dark tinted windows.
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Poaching is run by powerful gang syndicates without fear of arrest or prosecution. Those who are successfully prosecuted are soon out on bail or
sprung free by top lawyers. They operate seemingly without fear of any
consequence arising from intervention by SAPS, Municipal Law Enforcement
or the Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries [DAFF] officials.
Street Watch has written to the Joint Operations Committee [JOCOM], the
Community Policing Forum [CPF] and Department of Community Safety
[DOCS]. A copy was made available to Advocate Norris, who represents
the Western Cape as well as Colonel de Wit representing SAPS. Both men
acknowledged the efforts of Street Watch along with the portent of the letter and offered promises that “things will improve”. We shall see.

HOW YOU CAN INFLUENCE CRIME PREVENTION
Did you know that every South African Police Station (SAPS) in the
country has to submit Annual Returns on how well they contain crime in
their respective jurisdictions?
Each return has to include the number of house robberies and burglaries which take place in their jurisdiction.
However, SAPS only take reported crimes captured on their station’s
records.
The Annual Return is used by the Government as the basis on which
they allocate funds and resources to Provincial, Regional and Local police
stations.
It is therefore essential for SAPS’ records to reflect each crime accurately
in order to avoid any charges of misrepresentation being brought against
the police.
Therefore if Kleinmond SAPS records are able to demonstrate an increase in crime in their jurisdiction [by way of accurate annual returns]
then more resources will be allocated to them by the Government and
SAPS will be empowered combat crime more effectively.
Without the cooperation of Rooi Els, Pringle Bay, Bettys Bay and Kleinmond residents, many crimes will go unreported by Kleinmond SAPS. The
consequence of this is that Kleinmond SAPS Annual Returns will be under
represented and the Government will assume that any additional funding
and resource are not necessary.

Don’t let your community down by not reporting crime!
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Crime Stats
Crime Statistics for Period May 19 to Aug 19
Since the last newsletter there has been 27 additional recorded crimes
up until the end of Aug 19 throughout Pringle Bay. The overall picture
now looks like this.

Figure 2 – Break ins trend analysis up to Aug 19
The trend analysis shows a decline over that reported in the last Newsletter to an average of 1.9 incidents a week, down from 2.43. We
would like to see the improvement sustained or indeed bettered over
the coming months. With the warmer weather fast approaching remember to keep doors and windows secure at all times.

Figure 1 – Total recorded house break ins in Pringle Bay Jan 19
– Aug 19

Keep safe

Crime continues to be concentrated in the same areas as historically
reported with Sector 1 and Sector 4 bearing the brunt of it. It is possible the high number of empty and holiday lets are influencing this.
Sadly, the number of home invasions, where the occupiers are in the
home also showed a spike towards the end of this period. The predominant method of gaining entry remains the removal of windows
followed by sliding doors. Surprisingly these are not always locked
thus allowing the easy robbery of homes.

PLEASE REPORT ALL BREAK-INS TO SAPS AND YOUR
SECTOR HEAD OR TELEGRAM SECTOR GROUP. WE
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT IT.
PLEASE!

PBSW Management Members Busy Handing out Safety Pamphlets to
visitors to PB at the entrance
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In Pringle Bay, 377 Central Road
Turn left @ Circle
Mo-Thurs, Sat 9h00-18h00,
Fri 9h00-19h00,
Sun 10h30-14h00
Tel/Fax: 028 273 8280
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Country Fare
Freshly Baked
Rusks and Cookies daily
Pringle House, Pringle Bay
Phone: 028-273-8021
mouse123@telkomsa.net
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It is that time of year again!
Treasurer’s Report

PBSW AGM
Come and elect YOUR Management
Team for PBSW

DATE: 18 October 2019

PBSW was really pleased to receive its biggest donation to date:
R20,000 from Mr Murray McGregor. All we can say to him is a big
Thank You! It is our intention to purchase a mobile camera with
these funds. We do also need to thank the members who continue
make regular donations to our cause. Your help is invaluable in
keeping our Street Watch operational.

TIME: 17:00
Below is a summary of our bank account’s transactions for the first
six months of the 2019/20 Financial Year:

PLACE: Community Hall
Only PBSW Members will be able to vote

Summary Bank Statement 01/03/19 –
31/08/19

Income

Wow!Media is PBSW’s new service provider
handling PBSW Website and Database

Balance brought forward

20,627.54

Newsletter Sponsorship

4,000.00

Donations from members

26,486.50

Total Income

51,114.04

Expenditure
Equipment:
Megaphone

1,435.00

FLIR

10,068.00

Mobile Phone

649.50

4 Cobra Radios

1,807.00

Patrolling, Travel etc.

460.00

Hosting of PBSW Website

321.50

Printing of April Newsletter & Safety Notices
Bank Charges

8
15

3,914.09
530.32

Total Expenditure

19,185.41

Bank Balance

31,928.63
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Following the establishment of the Disaster Management Plan most of our radios were distributed to all Sector Heads to ensure communication channels continue, even if landlines
and mobile networks fail. We therefor purchased four cobra radios to make up for the
shortfall in radios available for patrolling. A megaphone was also purchased to aid communication should another disaster occur.

Sponsors and Donors
We would like to thank the following members who have supported PBSW
with their generous donations this year:
Mr & Mrs Wagstaff, Ms E Laubser, Mr & Mrs Doorduin, Mr N Coetzee, Ms N
Yeld, Mr F Galloway, Ms J Morta, Ms N Dooge, Mr A Harris, Mr & Mrs Stephenson, Mr M Mc Gregor,
Ms C Wilson, Mrs C Anderson, Ms K Van Der Walt,
Mr and Mrs Strijp, Ms Z Meiring, Mr P Swanepoel, Mr & Mrs Barnard, Ms F
Kritzinger, Mr W Finlay and the owners of Ticklemouse.

We would also like to say a big Thank You to our Sponsors. Your
contributions support the publication of our newsletters and safety
notices.

PBSW EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER
The use of our Street Watch Emergency Number (076 396 6091) has been
erratic since its inception on 1 June 2018. In the fourteen months it has
been in operation there have only been three relevant calls: one for a medical emergency and two calls reporting house break-ins, the first of which
was a false alarm. Other calls to this number were to report poaching activity, which PBSW is unauthorised to respond to, and the remaining calls
made to this number were related to sales telemarketing and people dialling
wrong numbers.
The purpose of our Street Watch Emergency number was to give people
without access to Telegram, iPads, Smartphones, computers etc. a number
to call in life threatening situations. Whilst the concept of an Emergency
Number is a good idea it is felt that it attracts too many calls not of an
emergency nature and has got in the way of the proper service provider
being called first.
In future the Street Watch will retain the number 076 396 6091 but it will
be kept in operation for people to make contact Pringle Bay Street Watch.
It will not be manned on a permanent basis. Its use in the first instance for
Emergency calls will now be discouraged.
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Tips to make your home less attractive to a burglar
Ever wondered why some people’s homes get burgled and others not? We wish
we could give you a definitive answer to that question. But here [in no particular
order] are some useful suggestions which might help to keep you and your home
more secure, and more challenging for burglars.
Have an alarm system installed. Alarms systems will not make your property
impervious to attacks. But most alarm systems greatly deter casual/opportunistic
thieves. If you already have an alarm system, when last was it last upgraded to
keep abreast of new technology? Alarm sensor technology has improved hugely
over the last five to ten years so do consider upgrading your alarm system.
To be effective, alarm systems must be activated at critical times and/or in the
most critical parts of your home. Modern alarm systems have many more programmable options to select, activate or isolate movement sensors in certain
parts of your home. The STAY function of most alarm systems allows you to
move around inside the house without setting off the alarm, while the perimeter
of your home remains protected by means of electronic beams. The use of
beams is a more recent security innovation for perimeter protection.
All windows should be fitted with robust burglar guards and, most particularly,
the windows of remote less used rooms. This goes for windows with smaller apertures. Remember, good burglar guards also make it more difficult for baboons
to raid you home.
Consider fitting Passive Infra Red [PIR] sensors to outside lights. These are automatically activated when they detect movement. This is a known perimeter deterrent which is particularly effective in the dark hours. The shock of suddenly
being exposed is usually enough to put off most burglars. Some PIR systems
emit a warning sound when activated. The sound immediately notifies occupants
that a sensor has been activated, without having to look out the window to see
which light has come. If the sound goes off, it means that someone [or something] is close enough to set it off. PIR sensors can be set to activate several
meters away from the house.
Don’t keep your treasured belongings on open display for all to see. Make sure
you draw the curtains or close the blinds against prying eyes, especially after you
retire to bed. Metal shutter systems are another effective way of providing both
security and privacy.

Dogs are a great warning that an intruder is on the property or even passing by.
Don’t discount the value of keeping a pet dog on the premises.
Infrared [IR] cameras and Closed Circuit Television [CCTV] systems, especially
those which are linked to an alarm system, are an excellent way of staying informed (via a cell phone or computer) of the current state of your security
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THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
system. They offer one the option to log in for live, up-to-the-minute security information from your system when away from home.
Simple day-to-day security measures such as remembering to close and lock all
doors and windows must become a security habit. Remember ... your house is
probably being watched! So, keep valuables away from open doors and window.
Invariably, failing to take one or more of these tips into consideration is often the
reason why some homes are targeted above others.

Chairperson:

Ludrick Barnard
Chairman@pbsw.co.za

Secretary:

Mariolize Barnard
Secretary@pbsw.co.za

Treasurer:

Charmaine Stephenson
Treasurer@pbsw.co.za

Ops Coordinator:

David Stephenson
Ops@pbsw.co.za
Patrolls@pbsw.co.za

Sector Heads:

See Below

Admin:

Franscoise Kritzinger

PBSW bank account details:
FNB: Hermanus
Account number: 62737257156
Sort code: 20 04 12

The Sector Heads / Coordinators
Sec
tor

IN MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
Call: 060 4900874
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Name

Surname

Ludrick

Barnard

Ludrick

Barnard

Mike

Begley

Tinus

Jacobs

Charmaine

Stephenson

Nils

Rottcher

Laubcher

Van Zyl

Chris

Geldenhuys

Position

Available

Cellular
082
780 7305
082
780 7305
072
890 9516
082
891 3832
082
799 7488
084
941 1965
082
903 1971
082
900 8299

SAPS:
Kleinmond
028-271 8200
Overstrand
Emergency
028-313 8111
Sea Rescue
(NSRI)
021-449 3500
(112 from
mobile phone)

Patrol Coordinator: Nils Rottcher

Admin@pbsw.co.za

Useful
numbers:

DAFF
028-313 2703

Cape Nature
082 453 0835

Editor:
Mike Begley

e-mail
Sector1@pbsw.co.za
Sector2@pbsw.co.za
Sector3@pbsw.co.za
Sector4@pbsw.co.za
Sector5@pbsw.co.za
Sector6@pbsw.co.za
Sector7@pbsw.co.za
Sector8@pbsw.co.za
Farms@pbsw.co.za
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